by Chris Chang
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n the October issue of Scientific
American, an article titled "Simulat-

ing Brain Damage" argues against
the study of properly functioning brain
systems because they "reveal little of
their inner structure .. . whereas, when
the system is disrupted , the peculiar pattern of the resulting dysfunction may
offer clues to the original, undamaged
architecture." Broken things open windows on how things work.
Along the borders of the 31 st New
York Film Festival, the Film Society of
Lincoln Center held its second annual
video showcase, this time under the title
Video Visions. Populating this subfestival was a spectral array of voicesvoices typically labeled "o utsider,"
"other;' "fringe dweller; ' etc. The offerings ranged from French hi-tech formalist hysteria (Beriou's Ex Memoriam) to
Inuit homegrown minimalism (Zacharias
Kunuk's Saputi-Fish Story), thereby
feeding the much-is-more multicultural
fever permeating our media landscape.
But a festival can act as an organism, an
entity paradoxically fused by disparity.
The fragmentary facets of its various
parts coalesce, in this case, not so much
into a gemstone as a smashed mirror.
Double Blind, a first-person video
with two first persons , Sophie Calle and
Gregory Shephard, documents a crosscountry Cadillac cruise fueled by dueling camcorders and frustrated desires.
Utilizing an interplay of freeze-frame
video "stills" and real-time tape, the
piece shares structural and emotional
affinities with La Jetee, and cites that
Chris Marker film as inspiration in the
closing credits. Calle and Shephard
don't confer with each other on their
journey to the land of instantaneous consummation and annulment, Las Vegas.
Rather, they confide with their respective camcorders: " Has he forgotten? " ... "When is she going to bring it
up? There's no way out:' Call it conceptual bonding. En route, the narrative has
been punctuated by images of every
motelroom bed the couple has occupied , with Calle's voiceover repeating
the same litany over each crumpled
sheet: "No sex last night." These rhythmic repetitions of frustration are comic
in an unnerving way; we're touched and

embarrassed by identification with her
emotional overexposure.
Prior to their voyage, Calle sent
money to Shephard to prepare the
Cadillac for road trip duty. A bit on the
down and out, he spent the money on
other needs. The car's subsequent
breakdowns, garage visits, and resulting
bills (specified to the dollar) are all taken
care of by Calle. Lack of money, combined with his sense of stalled creativity,
engenders the "co ntingency of vaca-

tionhood" Shephard must struggle with.
After each gas tank fill-up, he discreetly
pockets Calle's change for spending
money. He is also, not so discreetly,
making phone calls and writing love letters to another woman. In an act redolent more of resignation than of joy,
marital fusion occurs at a drive-through
chapel in Vegas.
I suppose diffusion would be a better
word. The dialectic interplay of Double
Blind's dovetailed POYs can only go
through the motions of synthesis. There
is a fleeting moment, the bond produced
by ritual allowing Calle's voiceover to
finally achieve the "Yes" of release. And
then, of course, disintegration. As they
go their separate ways, "writing their own
endings;' the mood is bittersweet: a
strange empowerment through surrender. The image shrinks to a tiny square of
video in a black void (the way Double
Blind began), a fragmentary sampling
window in the center of the screen. It is
road imagery rushing by, impossible to
identify. Having a wonderful time, wish
you were here.
Joan Braderman's Joan Sees Stars is
another voyage west, but one made

PORTRAIT OF A MONSTER (far left & center),
DOUBLE BLIND (top), THE LAST BOLSHEVIK.

women struggling with men , the varied
selections all end the same: The women Collapse-Repeat-Collapse-RepeatCollapse. Repeating a wo rd over and
over will produce nonser, se; Braderman
turns repetition and nOl. sense into ethics. Were presented with an aspect of
film history, a compilation that clearly
delineates a recurrent choreography of
acquiescence embedded in the C ulture
Industry. Braderman evades didacticism
through an absolute passion for film.
The stars are shining brightly, blindingly. Braderman calls herself "S tarsick: '

C

Video seems more contented
with, and somehow specific
to, an alternate route a rockier road willing to
reveal flaws, ruptures, and
wounds in a media spectrum
uninterested in seamless
pleasure and truer to life.
without leaving the operating range of
remote control. We are headed into the
land of Hollywood illusion, the mythmaking mechanism of the star system
and Braderman's voracious appetite for
same. A few years back, she suffered the
outbreak of ulcerated colitis, an autoImmune disease. A medical textbook
illustration of an intestinal tract is
brought to life by the superimposition of
whir-ling storm imagery; she speaks of
"an illness in my gut causing the only
thing to eat for pleasure coming through
my eyes: ' Grafting her own image onto
the films in her life, she simultaneously
pays homage to and deconstructs the
apparition of Female in the Hollywood
film. Elizabeth Taylor's iconography-a
recurrent motif-becomes an accessible
reality as Braderman moves within · the
frames of various sequences.
Walking a tightrope between motion
pictures as mechanisms for reinforcing
gender-coded stereotypes and motion
pictures as endlessly alluring pleasure
domes, Joan sees stars: the stars of
Hollywood as well as the stars one sees,
circling in the air, after a blow to the
head. In a pounding sequence of jumpcut repetitions, scenes of enraged

onsider the concept of a Culture
Industry made from scratch. Vincent Carelli's The Spirit of TV opens
with images of the Waiapi tribe of Brazil
transporting cardboard boxes filled with
video equipment. With this , their introduction to the medium, they demonstrate a progressive twist on the notion
of camera lens as soul-catcher: They
agree that's what it does ; they're eager to
work with it. An elder remarks with
regret that he'll never see his previous
generation the way the next generation
will see him , now that his spirit is captured by video tape. After viewing tapes
of a neighboring tribe, the group holds a
discussion revolving around difference
and affinity. The latter prevails, with
concluding arguments for combining
forces to kill that common exploiter,
"The White Man."
Video's instantaneous playback opportunities are fostering a heightened
level of performance for the camera.
One senses the introduction of new concepts into the social fabric, e.g. , overacting: "Take off the White Man's headbring it home for barbecue. Tastes just
like tapir liver:' Access to indigenous
South American tribes such as the
Waiapi has been denied in similar circumstances due to the unknowns of the
human immune system. Documented
contact has occasionally been catastrophic: entire villages wiped out
because of some foreign bacteria, virus,
white devil. The Spirit of TV discreetly
avoids the obvious metaphor (video as
virus). The technology becomes a window on its own penetration into tribal
life. What could be called the "natural"
evolution of the tribe has been interfered
with-broken into-but who's to say?
Such break-ins may define what nature
is on this planet. In any event, the
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FEATURE WORKSHOPS
The Workshop that turns film
watchers into film makers

THE EXPERIENCE:
"Totally demystified the filmmaking
process. Well worth the money spent."
- Anthony Pesce
"Gave me exactly what I've been
dreaming of - knowledge, experience,
and the courage to try."
- Barry R. Norman
"I learned that I can now make my
own films."
- Trudie Dearinger

THE COURSE:
10 people will collaborate with Rick
Schmidt to write, direct, film, edit and
complete a co-operatively owned
16mm feature.

RESERVATIONS:
Cost is $2500 for May 11 - 20, or
October 12 - 21 , 1994. For applications
please contact:
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VIDEO
P.O. Box 1914
Port Townsend, WA 98368

(206) 379-9011
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uncenainty of the observer's effect on
the observed is a screw twisted tighter
here: the observed is the observer.
"Why are you bringing your camera
around here? " Elsewhere on the Brazilian
landscape, we find Eduardo Coutinho's
The Scavengers. From the opening
shots of trucks unloading muck so unappetizing you can smell it, the viewer
buckles up for what we assume will be a
tale of inordinate degradation . Not so. A
small community of the Brazilian poor
are born , grow up, go to work, fall in love,
have children, and die at this , one of
many garbage dumps on the outskirts of
the country's urban centers. The tale that
emerges is one of pride and perseveranCe, evoking, not so curiously, a mild
jealousy- in this viewer, at least. Out of
the dripping flow of detritus, a renegade
commodities exchange is in operation. Scrap metal , recyc\ables , cast-off
domestic niceties , and a stomachchurning menu of food utilized for both
the upkeep of livestock and human nourishment are sifted from the waste of Rio
de Janeiro. "You should show this tape to
the president;' comments one resident.
Another, a wizened old man with long,
snow-white facial hair, is asked if he
believes in God and responds: "I'm a
Naturalist:' Once again, we are reminded
by paradox-the Cosmic Return-that
the Human, if not exactly the embodiment of, at least can come to signify, that
which is most unnatural. Money for
nothing indeed.
Survival amidst crumbling waste continues as the camera eye turns itself on
Bosnia-Herzegovina. Tapes from that
continuously self-destructing region can
be emotionally damaging to watch.
Faced with a title such as I Burnt Legs,
one initially hopes that poetic license, or
mistranslation , has run amok. No such
luck. The narrator has put his regular
life on hold and volunteered for work as
a hospital orderly. The borderlines of
various regions have literally been made
flesh by landmines. The results are
brought to hospitals: the remains of the
day must be disposed. Headed for the
human waste incinerator, trying to maintain a modicum of sanity, our narrator
muses, "One never would have thought
it would weigh so much :'
In Sarajevo Wedding, we see a young
woman's attempt at carrying on in the
face of chaos fail in misery. Her fiance
has been killed; her undying love propels her through the ritual motions anyway. Performed without groom, the
ceremony stalls, spinning its wheels in
an empty void of despair.

Unfortunately, it's all uphill from
here. Portrait of a Monster is a straight,
objective police tape of a cool-headed,
graphic confession by a Serbian military
rapist and murderer. There is nothing
here except icy methodology, an automaton's monotone, an unflinching gaze
that allows no interplay, no fathoming of
depths even if there were any. The subject does not believe in God ; he dreams
only of murder: " If there was a God ,
none of this would have happened: '
In all three videos, human life is
reduced to the status of empty mechanism by forces beyond both control and
reason. Legs removes emotional identification to get a necessary job done. ~d
ding commences in lieu of missing
parts. Monster removes emotional identification to get an unnecessary job
done. The unstoppable momentum of
war produces lives reduced to machines
running on empty. The sadness is
staggering.
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hris Marker, already cited as psychic inspiration for Double Blind,
appears as writer-director of The Last
Bolshevik. The piece revolves around
the work of Soviet filmmaker Alexander
Medvedkine (1900-89), best remembered as the father of The Film Train,
an experiment in the mobile production
of educational (i.e., propaganda) film.
The trains had everything necessary to
shoot, edit, and process wherever the
tracks would take them; the results were
screened, in most cases, directly to the
audiences who constituted the films'
subject matter. Higher productivity, general morale boosting, and hygiene were
typical topics/aims. Marker intercuts
clips with videotaped reminiscences by
associates , friends , family, and some of
the new generation of Medvedkine
scholars. The picture that emerges is
one of a man capable of balancing mutually exclusive concepts together in
revolutionary ways: talent-ideology,
originality-folklore, prayer-Communism, 1930s Russia-eroticism, goodevil, etc. A young researcher states that
even though he's found archival material
of questionable politics, he will never
doubt that at those moments in time
"Medvedkine was always true to himself;
he would never lie." Enmeshment in a
history bigger than his own life becomes
Medvedkine's absolution.
The actual Last Bolshevik of the title
is Marker himself, and he is, as always,
most eloquent in the role. The narration
takes the form of voiceover " letters"
addressed to the spirit of Medvedkine

and, in one of the last, a melancholy
meditation on perestroika and the recent
coup, Marker confesses , " That would
be the end of Utopia , not yours , but the
very idea of Utopia , as if the Soviet
Union had been the amnesiac bearer of
a hope it had long since ceased to incarnate, but strangely would die with ."
Opposition as catalyst for art and soul is
Marker's message, and he ends on a
note more bracing than bleak: "I know
the word that will come to many to
describe men like you . .. dinosaurs. But
look what happened to dinosaurs!" We
cut to the image of a smiling young girl
clutching a toy. "Kids love 'em :'

•
Video is to film as , in the Scientific
American article, damaged is to undamaged . There is an allure, a sensuality, a
seamless affectation that the motion picture (specifically the Hollywood motion
picture) possesses-or at least strives for
- which makes no sense in- application
to video in general and the above-cited
examples in particular. Video seems
much more contented with , and somehow specific to, an alternate route, a
rockier road-willing to reveal flaws,
ruptures, and wounds in a media spectrum uninterested in seamless pleasure
and truer to life. We know the camcorder doesn't start with questions of commercial viability-and I do realize that
there was grant money all over this festival-but the point isn't one medium's
superior moral virtue.
To bring us a little closer to home,
consider the damaged as window on the
undamaged in terms of auteur theory.
Lesser films from a specific director's
body of work can reveal characteristic
details of methodology in ways their
more perfected siblings might conceal.
Lapses in stylistic continuity would then
be clues , traces of what's going on
underneath . (Mr. Arkadin , perhaps ,
revealing things the classical finishedness of Citizen Kane would conceal.)
Maybe damaged and undamaged could
learn from one another. If we extend the
idea into the realm of video-video seen
as coextensive with film culture-two
things happen: On one level , video just
might be the manic rants of bastard offspring. On a more useful note, this magnetic medium becomes both test pattern
and site, tracing the way across a reality
of psychic wounds and scars, a kaleidoscope of subjectivities there for the taking. Some of us like to watch ; others,
perhaps, will make the films. ~
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